M\f) is a smooth manifold with singularities. M l+1 (f) C M\f) is exactly the singular set. Now, for an arbitrary set E, we consider the j'th cartesian power E\ the /th symmetric power S l E*-i-E l , and the two diagonals: {*,...,*} = diag f . ZT C Diag,. E C E'. f\ X-+Yinduces ƒ': X 1 -* F 1 and we define the i-tuple points at the X'', or ^'X level, by: 3. We will define now invariants V 3 ,P 4 , . . . which are the "good" generalization of n 2 . Only P 3 is need here, but it is perhaps more enlightening to define them all.
We consider the inverse system:
where d a , da • • • are the i(i -1) natural ways of an oriented /-tuple point to degenerate into an oriented double point.
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The "limit" of this system Hes in M 2 x M t x M., and its projection in M 2 x M t is denoted by S 2 f .. One has a natural projection, which is a covering map 
The structural group of the fibration Q t is reduced; instead of being S(i(i -1)) it is 5(0 = Perm {x 1 , . . . , x f }.
On 5 2 t we introduce the equivalence relation ~ (~.) which is, by definition, the smallest equivalence relation with the followign properties: 
